Text and Media
Into the Dataverse
THE CHALLENGE
Information overload makes the need to find connections
in the data more vital than it was 20 years ago. The things
we need to know from analyses of text and media sources
today are more complex. Early software tools typically

At PNNL we work in a variety of mission areas including
energy, national security, and scientific discovery. We
build custom algorithms to meet our sponsors’ needs and,
because we also know their mission areas on a technical
level, the algorithms we provide just work better.
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APPROACH

EXAMPLE PROJECTS
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Audition
Audition is a video analysis tool that excels at picking out
objects from video, including speech-to-text translation for
on-screen transcriptions. Audition automatically condenses
video to a series of key frames for easier analysis. Through
topic modeling it is able to describe the general theme
of the video,
so issues of
interest can
be reviewed.
Researchers

who have similar text histories. Clairvoyant also incorporates
Déjà vu’s image similarity, giving analysts the ability to get
context around an image based off of tweets. It can also
provide geoinference modeling. Only about two percent of
posts on social media are geotagged. So, geoinferencing
is needed but is difficult to do with text. For instance, if
someone is posting about a place, it’s difficult to know
if they are just writing about it or actually at that place.
Clairvoyant is taking steps to better help analysts distinguish
these differences through continuing research.
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Clairvoyant
Clairvoyant is a tool that can search social media for text
and images that are similar to a topic of interest. If there is

Organized something like a geospatial word cloud,
Typograph reveals topical areas within large datasets and is
flexible for visualizing many kinds of topic models.
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